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f there’s one thing we’d all like more of, it’s 
time on the bike. Riding may be what’s on 
our mind most of the day, but more often 
than not it has to fit around the general  
bric-a-brac of life. Time spent riding is 
valuable and however much you manage 
to get out and ride, here at mbr we want 
to make sure you get the most out of your 
time in the saddle. From buying guides and 
product reviews, to finding new places to 
ride, we’re committed to improving your 
riding life. We’re not the only ones though. 

There are selfless individuals who have 
sacrificed their riding time to create places for us 
to ride. Whether it’s scraping in a line and hauling 
rocks around, or the less glamorous job of attending 
meetings and filling in forms, we are incredibly 
lucky to have people who are helping to build new 
and exciting places for us to ride. These people, and 
the trails that they have worked so hard to create, 
deserve recognition and celebration. This is the 
driving force behind the mbr Trail Of The Year 
Award in association with SRAM.

Of course, with so many great new trails out there 
we needed your help in narrowing down which 
ones are most deserving of the award. And, as 
ever, we’ve split the award into two categories: Best 
Commercially Built Trail and Best Volunteer Built 

Trail, and asked you to vote for the trails you thought 
were deserving of the title Trail Of The Year.

As well as bragging rights, both winners will 
receive custom mbr Trail Of The Year trail markers, 
while the winning volunteer trail group will also 
be awarded £2,000 to help fund future projects 
courtesy of SRAM. Alex Rafferty from SRAM  
sums it up:

“To have such a vast network of mountain bike 
trails and trail centres in the UK, we’re incredibly 
fortunate. Trails that excite and inspire us to ride 
bikes, they’re the motivation and stoke that inspire 
us get out there to learn, explore and develop our 
own skills. 

“We’re universally thankful and appreciative for 
the fantastic work and dedication of our fellow trail 
builders. And we’re proud to partner with mbr to 
congratulate and reward those who have truly gone 
above and beyond in forever building the best mtb 
locations for us to enjoy together.”

As ever with the Trail Of The Year awards the 
response for nominations was incredible. All kinds 
of trails from across the country were put forward, 
and after collating your suggestions seven finalists 
for each category emerged. We then asked you to 
vote for your favourites on mbr.co.uk, and when  
the polls closed we were left with two very  
worthy winners. 

The unsung, unseen heroes of mtb, our TOTY award celebrates those 
who toil year-round to give us new trails and fresh challenges

Words and photos: Sim Mainey
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A well-sculpted length 
of singletrack is a thing 
of real beauty
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amsterley Forest feels quite remote. 
Tucked away on the east side of the 
North Pennines in County Durham, 
it sees far less traffic than other trail 
centres; Dalby Forest to the south 
and the 7 Stanes just over the border 
in Scotland drawing the big crowds. 

Possibly overlooked, but most certainly not unloved, 
Hamsterley has been steadily growing its trail 
network as well as a community of riders and  
trail builders. 

Hamsterley Trailblazers was set up in 2003 to 
try and help formalise some of the unofficial trails 
that had been built on Forestry Commission land 
by local riders. Today its remit has grown to cover 
much more than liaising with the FC. From applying 
for planning permission and building trails through 
to organising events and working to encourage new 
riders into the sport, Trailblazers is at the heart of 
riding in the area. 

Trailblazers chairman Alex Talks is, as you’d 
expect, passionate about the work the group does. 
From the practical to the political, he’s enthusiastic 
about improving riding in the forest and further 
afield — the group has just taken a nearby BMX 
club and track under its wing. The red route at 
Hamsterley is a case in point. This is a trail that has 
come about purely from the work Trailblazers has 
put in, it’s a 14.5 mile testament to the solid graft and 
dedication of many people with a united cause —  
and it’s still a work in progress.

Our mbr Trail Of The Year winner, K-Line, is 
just one section on Hamsterley’s red trail. Named 
after Kay Graham who led the Trailblazers youth 
coaching programme and who sadly passed away 
in 2015, it has all the hallmarks of what makes for a 
TOTY winner. Fast, easy to session and packed 

           B E S T  V O L U N T E E R - B U I L T  T R A I L

H A M S T E R L E Y  T R A I L B L A Z E R S 
-  K - L I N E

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

T R A I L  O F 
T H E  Y E A R
W I N N E R HAMSTERLE Y FOREST — K-L INE

K-Line is just one section of the 14.5-mile red trail. Filled with 
jumps it’s the perfect section to work on getting some air under 
your tyres, but it’s equally fun if you want to keep your wheels on 
the ground. Starting at the top of the hill on Polty’s Last Blast and 
finishing with Nitrous at the bottom there are few trail centres that 
cram as much good stuff into one hill as this.
n hamsterley-trailblazers.co.uk

There’s no shortage
of opportunity for
air on the red trail

Hamsterley takes the 
honours for our
volunteer-built trail
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with jumps of all sizes, it’s a feel-good trail that 
rewards whatever you put into it. You don’t need to 
be able to jump to enjoy it though, it’s been designed 
to work at many levels, with a natural rhythm to the 
trail that anyone can appreciate.

K-Line has been an instant hit; it even has a 
race named after it, the K-Line TT. Last year 150 
riders, 50 of whom were children, took part in a 
mini-downhill race on the trail. It’s a trail that has 
widespread appeal and versatility.

It’s not been easy going though. During 
construction K-Line changed direction three times 
thanks to ground conditions, making trail building 
nigh-on impossible. One section in particular was 
labelled the Bottomless Bog after several tons of rock 
and aggregate was poured into it with seemingly no 
effect on filling the muddy void. Needless to say the 
trail now bypasses it. Riders looking for a Strava 
shortcut, beware. 

That K-Line is so popular is saying something. 

The trail leading into it, Polty’s Last Blast, and the 
trail it joins up to, Transmission, are both stand-out 
sections in their own right. Deep within the tall, 
dense forest the views to the outlying moors are 
limited, but coming round one corner it opens up 
for a ‘Hallelujah’ moment and your eyes lift to the 
horizon, but are quickly dropped back to the line of 
doubles in quick succession.

Unlike the entrance to Polty’s, there are no big 
signs to mark the start of K-Line. Alex says the 
club would love to have something to show where 
the trail begins, but realistically the money to 
create such a thing could be better used elsewhere. 
Knowing when and where to use resources is an 
important part of trail building, and with ambitions 
to create more trails elsewhere in the forest, tough 
decisions have to be made when it comes to budgets.

Trail building is part of the club culture here. 
There are dig days every third Saturday of the 
month and there are large banners on the trail 
to advertise the fact. Today a team of builders is 
helping to repair and resurface Transmission. 
General use and weather has taken its toll, and the 
trail needs a bit of love to help keep it flowing as 
intended. The volunteers work at engine specialists 
Cummins in nearby Darlington, which has a social 
responsibility programme. This allows them to 
use half a day a year of work time to volunteer on 
projects in the community. Alex is a lecturer and 
has had his students come along to lend a hand, and 
the Trailblazers run family dig days to help get kids 
involved and give them a sense of ownership over 
the trails. The dedication to digging is impressive.

While one group is barrowing in rocks, another  
is doing the mundane but essential job of ensuring 
the drainage channels are clear. These are the 
thankless tasks required to maintain a functioning 
trail, the chores that go unnoticed until someone 
doesn’t do them. Trail building can’t be all sculpting 
fresh turns…

It’s no surprise K-Line has won the mbr Trail of 
the Year award; the sheer love and effort that has 
gone into its creation means it was always going to be 
a standout trail.

TR A I LB LAZE R S R U N 
FAM I LY  D I G  DAYS TO 
G I V E  K I D S A  S E N S E 
O F  OWN E R S H I P 

Dig days are 
an all-inclusive
affair at Hamsterley

The North Pennines
plays host to Hamsterley’s
hinterland hang-out

Love and effort have
yielded some of the best 
singletrack in Britain

Telltale signs of 
a productive day
on the trails



LEEDS URBAN BIKE 
PARK — RED TR A IL
The red trail at LUBP is not your usual trail 
centre loop, nor is it meant to be. This is a trail 
that focuses more on fun and improving skills 
than covering distance. This means you can do 
multiple laps and work on going faster, nailing 
the berms and turning rollers into jumps. Think 
of it as all the best bits of your favourite trail 
centre condensed into one rapid-fire run. Once 
you’re done with the red trail you can try your 
hand on the pumptrack, BMX track, jump line or 
just head back to the hub for a top class coffee 
and bacon sandwich. Perfect.
n leedsurbanbikepark.com

           B E S T  C O M M E R C I A L L Y  B U I L T  T R A I L

L E E D S  U R B A N  B I K E  P A R K  - 
R E D  T R A I L

T R A I L  O F 
T H E  Y E A R
W I N N E R
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art of what keeps mountain biking 
exciting is the way it is constantly 
changing; evolving and innovating 
to incorporate new technology and 

the ever-shifting abilities and desires 
of riders. Leeds Urban Bike Park (LUBP) 
is arguably at the forefront of what many 

mountain bikers want and almost certainly what the 
sport needs.

Where Hamsterley Forest is slightly off the beaten 
track, Leeds Urban Bike Park is surrounded by 
a major city. Built on the site of an old golf club, it 
backs onto a West Yorkshire housing estate and the 
M1 and M62 are both within earshot. This might 
seem an odd place for a Trail Of The Year winner 
but it says much about how quality will always 
beat quantity, and how accessibility can be just as 
desirable as the out-there experience.

Turn up at LUBP on a weekend and the place is 
rammed. It’s free to park and free to ride and with 
a BMX track, pumptrack, jump line and a blue and 
red mountain bike trail, it packs a lot of potential 
into a relatively small area. The range of riding on 
offer makes it popular with families of all abilities 
and backgrounds. It’s a real melting pot of people 
that helps make mountain biking accessible and 

Tailor-made 
trails for your 
delectation

Urban legend:
Jeremy Hayes



THE  
VOT ING  
RE VE ALED
mbr at the polls — the 
readers have spoken

COMMERCIAL  BUILT
n Leeds Urban Bike Park - Red Trail
n Revolution Bike Park - Vision Line
n BikePark Wales - Enter The Dragon
n Dyfi Bike Park
n Coed-y-Brenin - MinorTaur Blue Trail
n Dirt Factory Indoor Bike Park
n Nant yr Arian - Blue Trail

VOLUNTEER BUILT
n K-Line Trail (Hamsterley Trailblazers) -

Hamsterley Forest 
n Oakwell Hall (Ride Kirklees)
n Woburn Bike Park (Woburn Bike Trails) - 

Longslade Trail
n Forest Of Dean (Dean Trail Volunteers) -

Verderers
n Cannock Chase (Chase Trails) - 

Follow The Dog
n Gisburn Forest (Gisburn Forest Trail Builders) -

The Long Way Down
n Innerleithen (Tweed Valley Trails Association) -

New York, New York
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a more realistic prospect for many. Carbon full-
suspension mountain bikes rub up against rusting 
BMX wrecks, and it’s fair to say equipment is not 
always commensurate with ability.

I arrive midweek and it’s reasonably quiet, the 
usual collection of Transporter vans in the car park, 
school groups on the pumptrack and mums and 
kids in the cafe. Jeremy Hayes is the man behind 
Cyclepathway, the Community Interest Company 
that runs Leeds Urban Bike Park. He’s a man 
whose enthusiasm for getting people riding shines 
through. A handy rider himself with a background 
in coaching world class BMX racers, Jeremy  
has enlisted the help of coach Jordan and two  
young locals, Oscar and Hamish, to show me around 
the trail. 

It’s clear they are all very familiar with the trail 
and know how to get the most out of it — being 
stylish on the bike helps too. The tone of the red trail 
is set from the start. Berms connect berms, lumps 
become jumps, and for such a mellow gradient 
there’s plenty of speed on offer. Eyes quickly stream 
in the cold winter air — well they do for me, the fast 
lads have goggles on…

While Jeremy and the lads are happy to hit 
everything at speed, clearing doubles, jumping out 
of berms and generally dishing out style, other riders 

potter by equally happy. There’s a refreshing lack 
of elitism here and much like the rest of the bike 
park all abilities are catered for. What are jumps 
to my four models are rollers for others, there’s no 
real wrong way of riding the trail, just your way. Of 
course the idea is that over time confidence can be 
built up, the trail has been specifically designed to 
be ridden repeatedly and for each section of trail to 
be sessioned. Progression is a design feature. It’s safe 
to say a day riding this trail over and over will bring 
your skills on in leaps and bounds.

The mould for the red trail was set by the 
pumptrack and BMX track. Jeremy was keen that 
anything they did wasn’t going to be a ‘council 
job’ that held little appeal for experienced riders. 
This had to be a trail that allowed for personal 
development and pushed people’s limits. 

Jeremy points out that the trail rides just as well 
in the wet as the dry, a lot of effort is made keeping 
on top of potential puddles and clearing leaves from 
the trail and eliminating mulch. It’s a small thing, 
but making a trail that is relatively clean helps 
encourage people to ride, especially in winter.

LUBP has a bigger mission than just providing 
a great place to ride though. By opening itself up 
to the community, Jeremy and the team aim 

TH E TR A I L  R I D E S J U ST AS 
WE LL  I N  TH E WET AS IT 
D O E S I N  TH E D RY

City slickers just got 
sicker: pumping the trail 
in earshot of the M62

Leafy Leeds: trails
ride the same throughout
the changing seasons

The bike park aims to
promote mtb as a pastime
for all walks of life

Disclaimer:serious 
shredding is 
not obligatory 
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to improve the lives and prospects of local young 
people. Programmes such as their Fit And Fed 
holiday club give kids — who might not otherwise 
get a decent meal that day — breakfast and then takes 
them riding, helping to instil life skills as well as 
giving them somewhere to go and something to eat. 

As well as injecting a bit of the outdoors into 
Leeds, Jeremy is keen to get young people out of 
Leeds and into the outdoors. There are plans to get 
a minibus for outings to other trail centres and onto 
natural terrain so riders can see that the skills they 
have learned at the bike park work elsewhere.

LUBP does what the best trail centres do; it caters 
for everyone whilst giving room for progression. 
That it does this and makes a difference to the lives 
of many people who might not otherwise have slung 
a leg over a bike is to be applauded and supported. 
Mountain biking may be our obsession but it can be 
an instrument for change. Hopefully Leeds Urban 
Bike Park is the first of many similar venues that 
helps make that change an option for more people.

Hamsterley and LUBP are each worthy winners 
of mbr Trail Of The Year awards. Each takes the 
concept of creating a trail that is fun to ride whatever 
your ability, but their locations couldn’t be more 
different. Both, though, are much more than just 
good places to ride. These trails are being used to 
drive change and to grow the sport and develop new 
riders while at the same time keeping experienced 
riders coming back for more. It’s not an easy task but 
when it works it works well, so it’s no surprise that 
both K-Line and LUBP Red Trail have won over  
our readers.

Both trails also show that mountain biking 
and trail building in particular can be a catalyst 
for bigger and better things — bringing people 
together, giving a sense of purpose and rewarding 
efforts, both on and off the bike. Time on the bike is 
precious, but time spent building new places to ride 
is equally worthwhile.  

LUBP gives all mbr 
readers the chance
to ‘get out and ride’

Leeds has been 
one jump above the
rest according to our poll

Despite its proximity
to the city, LUBP is
a true escape


